We consider effective theories with massive fields that have spins larger than or equal to two. We conjecture a universal cutoff scale on any such theory that depends on the lightest mass of such fields. This cutoff corresponds to the mass scale of an infinite tower of states, signalling the breakdown of the effective theory. The cutoff can be understood as the Weak Gravity Conjecture applied to the Stückelberg gauge field in the mass term of the high spin fields. A strong version of our conjecture applies even if the graviton itself is massive, so to massive gravity. We provide further evidence for the conjecture from string theory.
We consider effective theories with massive fields that have spins larger than or equal to two. We conjecture a universal cutoff scale on any such theory that depends on the lightest mass of such fields. This cutoff corresponds to the mass scale of an infinite tower of states, signalling the breakdown of the effective theory. The cutoff can be understood as the Weak Gravity Conjecture applied to the Stückelberg gauge field in the mass term of the high spin fields. A strong version of our conjecture applies even if the graviton itself is massive, so to massive gravity. We provide further evidence for the conjecture from string theory.
I. A SPIN-2 SWAMPLAND CONJECTURE
There are many effective field theories that appear completely consistent in the infrared, but cannot be completed to quantum gravity in the ultraviolet. Such theories are termed to be in the Swampland [1] . One class of theories that has received considerable attention are theories which contain massive fields with spin larger than or equal to two. Perhaps the most studied of these are so-called massive or bi-gravity theories. See, for example, reviews on massive gravity [2] and bi-gravity [3] theories. In this note we propose a Swampland criterium on such theories in the form of a universal quantum gravity bound on their cutoff.
We will focus on the most interesting case of spin-2. We consider an action with Einstein gravity and an additional massive spin-2 field w µν of mass m:
Here R (G) is the Ricci scalar constructed from G, √ −G is the associated determinant, and M p is the Planck mass. We will consider for simplicity at this stage a flat space background G µν = η µν , but will generalise it later. L ρσ µν is then the Lichnerowicz operator, which in flat space takes the form
The last term in (1) is the Fierz-Pauli mass, and w ≡ η µν w µν . We have linearised the action in w µν , but will discuss in section II a full non-linear completion in the form of bi-gravity.
A symmetric tensor has 10 degrees of freedom. And as is well-known, a massless spin-2 field propagates 2 degrees of freedom, with 8 modes removed using local diffeomorphisms. On the other hand, a massive spin-2 field propagates 5 degrees of freedom, and these can be thought of as being composed of the 2 degrees of freedom of a massless spin-2 field, 2 degrees of freedom from a massless gauge vector, and 1 scalar degree of freedom. Explicitly, we can decompose w µν in terms of these degrees of freedom as (see, for example, [4] )
Here, h µν is the helicity-2 mode, χ µ the helicity-1 mode, and π the scalar longitudinal mode, with Π L µν being the associated projector. The mass term then contains the kinetic term for χ µ
where
The helicity-1 mode will couple to some matter current J µ through an interaction of the form
where we have introduced an interaction mass scale M w . To understand this behaviour one notes that the spin-2 mode w µν will couple to a tensor T µν w . This tensor is conserved if w µν is massless by gauge symmetry, the mass term breaks this symmetry leading to non-conservation of T µν w . So, after integration by parts, one finds an interaction χ µ (∂ ν T µν w ) which must be proportional to m 2 . Completing the dimensions by an interaction scale M w associated to the spin-2 mode, so the analogue of the Planck mass for the graviton, gives the form (5).
Our conjecture is then formulated as Spin-2 Conjecture: An effective theory with a selfinteracting massless spin-2 field (Einstein gravity) and which additionally contains a field of spin 2, mass m, and associated interaction mass scale M w , has a universal cutoff Λ m with
This cutoff is associated with the mass scale of an infinite tower of states.
This means that spin-two fields cannot have arbitrarily low mass without lowering the cut-off scale Λ m accordingly. Note that in the case of multiple massive spin-2 fields, the conjecture should be applied to the one which leads to the lowest-energy cutoff Λ m . The conjecture should also be taken to apply only if the spin-2 field retains its fundamental nature, rather than splitting into constituents, up to the mass scale Λ m . Since it is natural to assume that M w ≤ M p , one obtains that the cut-off scale obeys Λ m ≥ m.
We will present evidence for this conjecture from string theory. From a more general perspective, the conjecture can be thought of as a quantum gravity obstruction to taking the continuous limit leading to two massless spin-2 fields. However, the most general and quantitative evidence comes from the Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) [5] . The WGC is a well-tested Swampland constraint, and its so-called magnetic version states that in a theory with a U (1) gauge symmetry, with gauge coupling g U(1) , there is a universal quantum gravity cutoff at the scale
where M p is the Planck scale. This cutoff has been argued to be associated with the appearance of an infinite number of states in a number of different ways [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Now we wish to apply the WGC to the field χ µ . First we must normalise it correctly, and this is done by noting that the interaction (5) should involve a quantised dimensionless charge coupling the canonically normalised field to its current. Therefore, this field should be of the form
Mw . Substituting this into the kinetic term (4) then gives an associated gauge coupling
Now applying the WGC (7) to the gauge coupling (8) gives the spin-2 conjecture (6). We note that the argument in terms of the Stückelberg field can also be used for massive gauge fields. This has been studied in detail in [16] . An important difference however is that a gauge field can gain a mass through the Higgs mechanism. Of course, one could apply a similar argument to the longitudinal scalar mode π in (3).
II. BI-GRAVITY AND RELATION TO HIGHER DERIVATIVE TERMS
Since the spin-2 field is massive, it is natural to consider integrating it out and obtaining an effective theory. We will consider this also for a fully non-linear background for the massive spin-2 field. This type of analysis has recently been studied in [17] . One considers a bigravity type theory with two spin-2 fields G and W .
This theory can be supplemented by a mass term, and in case the massive field is mostly aligned with W , one can integrate it out. This is done on the so-called proportional background where the background values of G and W are proportional. The mass scale M w , as defined in (5), should be associated to the massive spin-2 mode. This is not quite W . Indeed, in general the massive mode combination of W and G depends on the background. However, it is possible to perform a perturbative expansion in
Mw
Mp , for an appropriate background, such that the massive mode is almost aligned with W . In that approximation the two uses of M w agree.
The result of integrating out the massive spin-2 mode is an infinite derivative effective action for the G field, which up to quadratic order takes the form
where W µνρσ is the Weyl tensor
Here g W , the coefficient controlling the Weyl-squared higher derivative term, is related to the mass of the massive spin-2 field. Indeed, the pure Weyl-squared action of the form (10), without additional terms, was first studied in [18] where it was shown that it contains one massless and one massive spin-2 propagating fields. This can be seen through the double-pole propagator
with
The mass of the massive spin-2 field is readily seen from (11) to be
Therefore, the spin-2 conjecture (6) reads:
In the case M w = M p this can be thought of as a Weak Gravity Conjecture for the Weyl-squared term.
It should be noted that the massive spin-2 mode in the truncated version of the action (10) is a ghost. But since the original bi-gravity action does not have ghosts, one can deduce that this is an artifact of the truncation, and upon including the full infinite series of higher derivative terms the ghost becomes physical [17] .
III. EVIDENCE FROM STRING THEORY
There are many occurrences of massive spin-2 or higher fields in string theory. They can arise from string oscillator modes which fall on a Regge trajectory of increasing mass and spin. In the closed-string sector there is a tower of states, and at each level there is an additional left and right moving oscillator. The spectrum of states at each level can be deduced by decomposing the tensor product of left and right moving oscillators into representations of the Lorentz group, and always contain a spin 2 representation. In the open string sector there is only one set of oscillator modes and so the spin increases directly with the mass. At the second excited level there is a massive spin-2 field. In both cases, the massive spin-2 field is the first in an infinite tower of states with the same associated mass scale, the string scale.
It is interesting to consider an explicit realisation of this general statement, which will also in particular illustrate the relation to higher derivative operators discussed in section II. In [19, 20] a supersymmetric completion of the higher derivative Weyl-squared action (10) was constructed. The resulting theory could then be embedded in a simple string theory setting [20] . The setting was type IIB string theory on R 1,3 × T 6 . A stack of N spacetime filling D3 brans was included, leading to a U (N ) gauge theory with gauge coupling g D3 associated to the diagonal U (1).
1 The massive spin-2 field of interest was identified as an oscillator mode in the open-string spectrum on the D3 brane.
The mass of the massive spin-2 field can be written, in the Einstein frame, in terms of microscopic string theory parameters as m = g s M s , where g s is the string coupling and M s the string scale. This mass scale is associated with an infinite tower of open-string oscillator modes,
This infinite tower of states becomes massless in the limit M s ≃ (α ′ ) −1/2 → 0, and hence it matches the spin-2 conjecture.
In string theory one naturally has M w = M p , implying that g m = g W . Then it is interesting to note that the string theory setting leads to a relation [20] 
where V is the volume of the internal dimensions. In the geometric regime, V ≫ 1, and at weak-coupling g D3 ≪ 1, we have that g W ≪ g D3 . Therefore, the ultraviolet cutoff 1 While the D3 sources an un-cancelled tadpole, the construction was primarily concerned with the representation analysis, and so issues associated to tadpole cancellation were not discussed. One could supplement the construction with mutually supersymmetric O3 planes to soak up the tadpole.
associated to the WGC is stronger when utilised as in the Spin-2 conjecture, i. , where R is the circle radius. In particular, this holds for the graviton thereby inducing an infinite tower of massive spin-2 fields. In this simple setting, it is also possible to relate the Stückelberg gauge coupling directly to a massless U (1) gauge coupling. Indeed, for the zero modes the decomposition of the 5 degrees of freedom is manifest directly as a massless graviton, graviphoton A R and dilaton φ R . The gauge coupling for the graviphoton is g A = 1 (MpR) 3 2 . The WGC tower, with mass scale m = g A M p , is then identified with the KK tower. Note that we have also checked the analysis of section I holds for the case of a KK tower, where M w is found to be the Planck mass, m is the KK mass, and the matter current J µ is associated to KK modes of higher-dimensional matter.
Note that in [21, 22] massive spin-2 constructions were studied for AdS backgrounds holographically, and possible embeddings of these in string theory were proposed in [23, 24] . It would be interesting to study if these constructions satisfy the Spin-2 conjecture.
IV. THE SPECIES SCALE
While the WGC cutoff (7) is associated with the appearance of an infinite tower of states, one could consider going above it by including this tower in the effective theory. It is not clear that a truncation to a finite number of elements in the tower can be consistent. In any case, there is a higher scale, the so-called Species scale [25, 26] which forms an absolute cutoff on any effective theory due to gravity becoming strongly coupled. The species scale is defined as the scale below which there are N states, so
. In terms of a KK tower, the species scale is the higher dimensional Planck scale. It also corresponds to the Landau pole for the graviphoton [7, 10, 13] . One then expects the species scale associated to the Spin-2 conjecture to satisfy
We can study this in the concrete string theory setups. For the circle KK reduction the relation to the species scale is as discussed above. For the open-string on D3 setting of [20] we have both KK and string towers, and the reduction is on T 6 rather than a circle. In [27] it was argued that the effective number of species in string theory is N ∼ 1 g 2 s . Then, accounting also for the KK modes of the string states, one finds a combined species scale in the Einstein frame of Λ S ∼ g s M s . This is the mass scale of the massive spin-2 open string mode, and so it appears that the species and spin-2 scales coincide. However, there is no contradiction because the spin-2 conjecture refers to the lightest spin-2 mass in the theory. In this case, this is actually the KK graviton with mass m KK ≪ Λ S . Indeed, for an isotropic torus, counting only the KK modes, one finds an associated species scale of m 
V. RELATION TO DE SITTER SPACE
The Spin-2 conjecture can be thought of as a quantum gravity obstruction to taking the massless limit for the massive spin-2 field. There is an interesting relation between this massless spin-2 limit and de Sitter space. The equations of motion that follow from the Einstein plus Weyl-squared action (10) are of the form
where B µν is the Bach tensor
In the massive case, for g W M p = 0, the equations of motion are solved by flat four-dimensional Minkowski space. In the massless case, for g W = 0 or M p = 0, first pure Weyl-squared gravity has flat Minkowski space as its solution. In this case the second spin-two particle becomes massless, and one also gets an additional massless vector from the ±1 helicity components of the formerly massive spin-two field. However, the zero helicity scalar component is not physical in the massless limit on Minkowski space, since it can be gauged away by an emerging local conformal symmetry. In the massless limit, general solutions with vanishing Bach tensor B µν = 0 are given in terms of four-dimensional de Sitter space with arbitrary cosmological constant Λ dS > 0. This class of solutions is called partially massless gravity [28] [29] [30] [31] . Here the second spin-two field is not massless but saturates the Higuchi bound, m 2 = 2 3 Λ dS . Furthermore a new gauge symmetry appears in this case, which again eliminates, as in the flat case, the zero helicity component, such that the massive spin-two states has only four propagating degrees of freedom.
The possibility of allowing de Sitter solutions is in contradiction with the de Sitter Swampland Conjecture [32, 33] , as well as ideas relating to quantum break time [34] [35] [36] [37] . This suggests a possible relation between the Spin-2 and de Sitter conjectures where they both present a quantum gravity obstruction to the same limit g W → 0.
VI. A STRONG SPIN-2 CONJECTURE
The spin-2 conjecture (6) is formulated for the case of Einstein gravity, with a massless graviton, and additional massive spin-2 modes. However, all the evidence presented for the conjecture holds equally if the lightest spin-2 state is actually not massless, so if the graviton itself has a mass. This is the case of (ghost-free) massive gravity [38] , whose action is
where I (m, G) is the mass term for the graviton about a flat space background, see [2] for an explicit expression.
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We can then consider a stronger conjecture, which importantly applies to massive gravity theories Strong Spin-2 Conjecture: An effective theory which contains a massive graviton with mass m, has a universal cutoff Λ m with
In fact, string theory again gives further evidence for the strong spin-2 conjecture, namely in the form of S-fold W-superstring constructions [39] . Here there is no massless spin-two graviton and the spectrum starts right away with massive higher spin fields: spin-two fields for open strings and spin-four fields for closed strings. If the lowest massive spin-two(four) states become massless, again an entire infinite tower of higher spin states will become massless as well.
From the Weak Gravity Conjecture perspective, the argument still holds in the sense that one can identify a Stückelberg gauge field, with gauge coupling g m = m √ 2Mp . One might be suspicious of the utilisation of the WGC in the case of a massive graviton, and this may indeed be an issue. However, there is another argument for the WGC as presented in [7, 10, 13] based on emergence of gauge symmetries. This argument is based solely on the kinetic terms and should hold irrespective of the graviton mass.
It is worth noting that the strong Spin-2 conjecture (22) does not explicitly involve M p . This is unusual with respect to Swampland conjectures, and this property is due to the fact that the conjecture is unique in the sense that it is about gravity itself rather than a theory coupled to gravity. The Planck mass then appears implicitly rather than explicitly.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this note we proposed a new Swampland conjecture, the Spin-2 conjecture (6), which proposes a universal cutoff on any effective theory with Einstein gravity and a massive spin-2 field, that is associated to the mass scale of an infinite tower of states. In general, we related this to the Weak Gravity Conjecture, and also presented evidence from string theory. The conjecture can also be formulated in terms of higher derivative terms which lead to an additional propagating massive spin-2 mode.
The arguments for the conjecture easily generalise to massive fields of spins larger than two. Their decomposition in terms of Stückelberg fields always includes a vector, to which one can apply the Weak Gravity Conjecture. This also matches nicely recent constraints from unitarity on higher spin theories [40] [41] [42] [43] where the mass scale of the higher spin field is associated with an infinite tower of states [44] . Furthermore, as we discussed in this paper, the original spin-one Weak Gravity Conjecture implies the Spin-2 swampland conjecture. One can continue this recursively up to arbitrarily high spins. Of course, one could also work in the other direction, utilising higher spin conjectures to deduce the lower spin ones. From this perspective, one could start from the Spin-2 conjecture and deduce the Weak Gravity Conjecture.
The Spin-2 conjecture is formulated in (6) in a way which leads to the strongest constraint for the natural expectation m ≪ M w . However, in the inverted case m ≫ M w one can simply use the Weak Gravity Conjecture with the electromagnetic dual gauge field to arrive at a strong constraint.
The Spin-2 conjecture is most naturally applied to a theory that contains Einstein gravity, with a massless spin-2 graviton. But we expect, and formulated an appropriate strong Spin-2 conjecture (22) , that it applies also to the case of a massive graviton. In such a setting, experiments directly constrain m < 10 −22 eV [45] , while in [4] it was argued that a generic IR modification of gravity is constrained to have m < 10 −34 eV. The strong spin-2 conjecture would them imply the existence of an infinite tower of states at this mass scale, in sharp contradiction with observation.
Another interesting connection with massive gravity is the relation to the strong coupling scale Λ 3 = m 2 M p 1 3 [2, 46] . The scale Λ 3 has been shown to be closely tied to locality, unitarity and causality [47, 48] . For m ≪ M p we see that Λ m ≪ Λ 3 and therefore the Spin-2 conjecture applies before this strong-coupling scale.
